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This program runs under the TRW/TSS system and requires 55,000
words of core, 5000 words of disk storage and up to 4 tape units
during execution. This does not include disk requirements for I/O
and overlay/loading. The program is coded in FORTRAN IV.
UNIVAC 1108
This program runs under the exec 8 system and requires 54,000
(+ system space) words of core, 5000 words of drum storage and up to
4 tape units (plot tape is a dummy) during operation. This does not
include drum requirements for I/O and overlay/loading. The program is
coded in FORTRAN IV compatible with FORTRAN V.
II. OVERALL DECK SET UP
CDC 6500
1. The following diagram assumes that the program, in relocatible






STAPE CARDS IF ANY TAPES REQ.
1
I $ADMINISTRATIVE CARDS
._ __ 4 .
2. Deck setup for UFSSP with use of control system assuming "USER"







$TAPE CARDS IF ANY TAPES REQ.
SADMINISTRATIVE CARDS
3. If desired the user subroutine can be compiled from source cards
and then the relocatible deck would be on LG0 and the remaining
control cards would be identical to 2. above. The source deck
could be part of the deck setup or come from a source file.
UNIVAC 1108
1. In order to exemplify the control cards necessary to run the UFSSP
on the NASA/MSFC computing facilities, the following diagram assumes
that the program resides on a magnetic tape with reel number 1357 and










2. Deck set up for UFSSP with use of control system assuming "USER"
subroutine is on a relocatible file.
































Structures Tape (can be on cards)
Modal Data Tape
History Data Tape
CALCOMP Plot Tape (not defined
for UNIVAC)
Input Card Set on Disk/Drum
Print Data Set on Disk/Drum
Input Set for Previous Case
on Disk/Drum
Temp Storage for Control System









See problem definition for tape record formats.





CALC0MP Plot Driver Routine-Not Good 6n UNIVAC
CALC0MP Plot Routine-Not Good for UNIVAC
It Ii it 1t It it it
II f1 It I. .t I I It
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Sine/Cosine Routine (standard library routine)
Square Root Routine " " "

















V. PROGRAM LOAD MbtP
See listing of the pregram load with overlay structure and cross-
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3. IN MAIN,GLOBAL,ERROR,MASTCN,HEADE,CPLOT,CROSS,DOT, G'JI
4. SEG B*,(A)








13. IN CDEL,CROP,GDOTJ,GJSUB,LIN, OUTCAL,UNPSTD
14. IN MNTR,MV3X3,NNTR,NTERP,SCAL,STBA,STZ,TAN
15. IN UVDOT,STOST,RKAMS,PRMCAL, CONTF,TDPARM,RBAUXQ,ERASE
16. IN DFLAG,CONST,IDISTQ, CSDATA,TJHIST,CALLOD, ORTHCK
17. SEG E*,(D)
18. IN INTERC,CFIRST,UNPCSV,CSSEN,CONSYS,CSFORC,PACCSV
19. IN SNGP0L,DBLPOL,SUM2,SUM1, SU3,MUIDIV,DZLIM,QUAN





ADDRESS LIMITS 00100 043737 044000 144137
SEGMENT LOAD TABLE 044000 044027
STARTING ADDRESS 011003
.0ORDS DEC IMAL 17888 IBANK
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VI. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MASTCN
MASTCN is the master control subroutine which controls the program.




1 . . .








Call CALCPR to compute
a simulation
for one case (overlay 3)
Job













(overlay 1) to read,
print, check and store
input data for one
case
Call CPLOT to
control the
writing of a
CALCOMP Plot Tape
(overlay 4)
I
j
I
